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Open Her teaches a man how to embody 7 Masculine Archetypes to engage his woman in a

deeper, more passionate dance of love. Each archetype brings a power and a gift, a secret key to

his womanâ€™s love and desire.Open Her will inspire a man to love his masculinity and to know the

power it holds to open a woman to ever deepening states of pleasure and love.
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I feel very different after reading "Open Her". I would even go so far as to say that I was forever

changed! As a woman, I was surprised at how much I learned about myself in the pages of the

book. I experienced a renewed reverence, celebration and awe for women and the feminine way. I

felt validated, seen, released, and loved, as a warmth of recognition of my feminine aspects radiated

from the pages. I recognized parts of me that had been trying to man-up to make up for men's lack

of strength and clarity, and I felt myself putting the sword down, and desiring to encourage men on

their self-journeys to provide a safe place for the feminine to thrive and give back. Through the

author's beautiful presentation I experienced a level of worthiness and love for self and other that I



had no idea was possible, as she neutralized the stereotypical divisions between the sexes, and

made them, instead, beautiful and tangible invitations from one another for understanding and

empowerment on the fragile playing field of intimacy. As I read on an on (I couldn't put the book

down), there was the sense that this kind of profound union of giving and receiving was not only

possible, but ours for the experiencing. I felt a genuine knowing flooding through me that I could ask

without reservation for the time and the care of a man awake in the ways the author described in the

archetypes; a man who loves and leads with his whole heart to reflect this in me, and that this

asking would be supportive to the man's well-being and fullness of being all he is meant and wishes

to be.

As a Neo-Tantra Massage practitioner and relationship coach, I have spent hundreds of hours

helping my women clients understand their lives better through understanding Female Archetypes. I

also always felt that there was not enough material on us men and our own Male Archetypes. It felt

so amazing to read Karen's intimate insights into how she experienced the seven Male Archetypes

in her own life. What is very helpful is how she shares just how the seven archetypes actually gifted

her life and helped heal her "man-wounds". Masculine and Feminine energies and ways of relating

to each other, have come increasingly under the spotlight, as all of us try to make sense of the new

paradigm of Feminine caring energy sweeping the planet. How can we men relate with more

understanding with the amazing women in our lives, so that they feel appreciated for their journeys

and contribution to us? Karen's book has brought so much clarity to my work and also to my way of

relating to the women who cross my path. As a highly creative man, I am very familiar with the

apparent chaos in my energy before I get clarity about what I want to create and because I also

embody four of the seven archetypes and I find myself flowing between the four with greater ease

now. Karen's book shows yet again how the feminine desire is to bring the masculine to greater

penetration of her and the world - through heartfelt love and full presence. She shows just how the

feminine instinct and intuition (through sharing her own experiences), flows best when the woman

senses and knows the male archetype in front of her. I have experienced a new level of worthiness

as a man, because Karen has articulated just how amazing our gifts are as masculine men.
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